Business as mission has emerged as a significant new model for mission in the twenty-first century. Today's globalized economy has created strategic opportunities for Christian business enterprises in some of the most unlikely corners of the world. In this landmark book, economist Steve Rundle and missiologist Tom Steffen offer their paradigm for the convergence of business and missions—the Great Commission Company. Such companies intentionally create businesses in strategic locations, pursuing profits while remaining unabashedly Christian in their purpose. This revised and expanded edition provides new and updated case studies of Great Commission Companies in diverse contexts around the world. Read More. Christianity. All categories. Publisher: IVP Books. Released Great Commission Companies book. Read reviews from world's largest community for readers. You can specify the type of files you want, for your device.Great Commission Companies: The Emerging Role of Business in Missions | Steven Rundle, Tom A. Steffen. I really enjoyed this book and have already told so many people about it! Read Online Now. book reviews Great Commission Companies: parts of the world. Although a gcc can take on in this, his second book (I Am a Palestinian The Emerging Role of Business a wide variety of forms, the authors identify Christian was published in 1995), Raheb reflects several common characteristics that surfaced in on the siege of the Little Town of Bethlehem in Mission their ï¬;ve-year study of these enterprises. A gcc. in the occupied territories of the State of Israel is socially responsible, is an authentic business in April of 2002. Israeli troops stormed the Steve Rundle and Tom Steffen that creates